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Submission to Planning Panels Victoria (PPV) Regarding the North East
Link Project:
Stephen Haddy
8 Jamieson Court, YALLAMBIE 3085

Alternate proposal affecting Watsonia Alternate Design and Community Impact.
I was told at the Watsonia Alternate Design Information Session that a submission such as
this, when presented, would have audience with the NELA via the PPV. So here it is.
NOTE: This document relates directly to the “North East Link Project EES, Planning Scheme
Amendment or Works Approval Application” as required for such a submission. The
document is in two parts, a critical review of the EES and related documents and processes
and an Alternate Design Suggestion Overview.
HOWEVER, a point of concern is, that any such study as the EES and the associated
Planning Scheme Amendment(s) and Works Approval must be based on a proposed
solution. That requirement is obvious, but if the proposed solution is not optimal, or in and of
itself creates more complications and disruptions, which the solution seeks to have
approved, then the whole review process is skewed. The argument in this submission is that,
whilst the need for the North East Link is (and has been for many years) vital to Melbourne’s
road network, the prioritisation of the various elements of the solution and the understanding
of the “major factor” driving the decision to do it NOW should be paramount in the design.
This document works from the principal of maximising benefit and minimising social and
environmental impact. It should also be noted that Kim Jordan of MTIA kindly arranged for
me to meet with Marco Di Petro, Andrew Hocking and Tony Frodsham on 2nd May 2019.
This was an excellent (and generous) catch up where a lot of background to the current
design was discussed, a USB containing the full Environment Effects Statement content was
provided and they too encouraged me to submit this (revised) document.

PART 1: CRITICAL REVIEW OF PORTIONS of the NELA EES
Of the three elements of the North East Link Project:
1. M80 Ring Road to the northern portal,
2. Northern portal to southern portal and
3. Eastern Freeway
as described in the EES it is only elements 1 and 2 that are of specific interest as the linking
of the North East Link at Bulleen Road would almost certainly not be affected by the
proposed modification (in PART 2 of this document) and the environmental effects of
concern are related to elements 1 and 2 enumerated above.

In order to provide a succinct review of Environmental Effects Statement, the major structure
of the Summary Report, which forms a part of the extensive EES will be used to
demonstrate both the importance of reviewing the design and the mis-interpretation /
evaluation of impacts on the Communities and Ecosystems involved in the changes relating
to the construction of the proposed solution.

Underlying Priorities of the North East Link
The need for a “ring road” for Melbourne has been recognised for decades. The original plan
was cut short at Greensborough Bypass decades ago because of the environmental impact
of the construction proposed at the time and the EastLink section (Tollway) was not
completed until late 2008. Now 10 years later the “missing link” to the rapid movement of
traffic (including the all important commercial traffic) around the CBD reducing congestion
and increasing safety is proposed.
The current proposed design introduces many other “benefits” than the primary issue of
directing traffic, at a distance from the CBD, to all points of the compass on broad purpose
built, multi lane, higher speed roadways (freeway and Toll roads).
It is the argument and major point of this document that the primary purpose of this
construction is being put into the background by elements of the design introduced,
probably, to bolster the argument for funding the project in the first place.
Essentially then, whilst the initial submission to NELA discussed on the 2nd of May 2019, was
to do with the Northern end of the “link” (see part 2 of this document), after re-reading the
proposed solution and the impact statement based on this solution, this submission
proposes a solution and outcome which actually fits completely, or at least much better, the
8 elements of the published Project Objectives and Guiding Principles.
It takes as its guiding premise that the establishment of the road link between the two
existing ends of the disjoint Melbourne Ring Road is the major KPI for this project.

Existing Situation
As described in the data and reports included in the EES the existing road system DOES
provide access to the M80 and Eastern Freeway.
The existing connections are made congested and DANGEROUS by the introduction of
heavy commercial vehicles into the mix at peak periods. (the North East Link removes the
majority of this traffic).
The majority of businesses located in and near the intersection of Bulleen Road,
Manningham Road and Banksia Street (effectively the continuation of Bell Street) have been
trading for decades and a major cultural centre (Heide Museum) has also been operating to
the public since the late 1950s but was effectively established in the mid 1930s fostering the
fine arts. (The current proposal looks to re-locate the majority if not all these business
and certainly to provide major disruption to both the businesses and those they
serve. As “The Castle” would describe, without appropriate compensation or
consideration of their good will, service to their hinterland and dislocation of their
clientele).

The existing residents, whose homes the current proposal will cause to be compulsorily
acquired, will also be dislocated, potentially be affected adversely in terms of their well being
and most assuredly put under constraint to pack up their belongings and friendships to move
elsewhere. These residents have chosen where to live based on the existing conditions and
with no long term indication that these locations could be affected by the creation of the
“link”.
Watsonia Railway Station caters for large numbers of commuters each day who approach
the Station’s extensive car parking from both directions on Greensborough Highway and
from Elder Street.
The cost, both socially and financially of the current proposal, remembering that the existing
conditions have been in place (and perhaps exacerbating slowly), during the entire period of
their location and travel choices, of a 7 to 10 year disruption, relocation and in many cases
interruption of travel both around and toward the Melbourne CBD is huge and born by ALL
THOSE LIVING to the North and North East of the works.

Alternative, Low Impact Solution
By simply connecting the M80 to the Eastern Tollway (exiting as planned at Bulleen Road
via a continuous tunnel bored underground (no open trenches) means that the only direct
impacts are at the endpoints of the tunnel and at Ventilation Shafts.
In the choice of the underground route of the tunnel, its start location in the current M80 Ring
Road right of way and its end point (probably in Carey’s playing fields) the use of existing
Public Open Space or currently State, Council or Federal owned sites is possible. This
solution will leave the existing infrastructure mainly unaffected except for any disruption on
the end points.
There would be no, or very few, compulsory home acquisitions. No, or very few business
acquisitions (only acquisition of and relocation of playing fields for one of the schools,
probably Carey).
No disruption to the environment of the Yarra River and the associated wetlands would be
required and the duration of the tunnelling would not disrupt the current flow of traffic until
(hopefully) a very short period of connection of the new works.
Removal of debris from the tunnelling works at the northern end would provide direct access
by the trucks to the M80 freeway (in the same manner as all of the works on the M80 and
Westgate) and at the Southern end, given the expanse of land available, debris could be
removed off peak at night (double handled).
Tunnelling could (and probably should) occur from both ends and then the cost factor would
have to be weighed up against the social cost that the current solution imposes plus the
acquisition costs of both property, business loss of income, dislocation and profitability are
weighed up.

The other considerations are the added benefits that were introduced by the project to add to
its value to the community in the form of Walking tracks, bike tracks, changed travel times
and accessibility. Within the proposed solution in this section and as described in PART 2 of
this submission there is nothing to stop the creation of the majority of the additional benefits
introduced to bolster the business case for the “missing link”. Heavy commercial traffic would
be greatly reduced between the M80 and Eastern Freeway, the same/similar bike and
walking links directly introduced as none of them followed the underground routes.
The primary purpose of the North East Link is provided with this solution, the secondary
outcomes are either all provided or in the case of access to the North East Link from Lower
Plenty/Greensborough Highway and Bulleen Road/Banksia Street areas, whilst direct
access is removed, the means to use the tunnel end point links (remembering it is for light
private or commercial traffic) is improved by removing the heavy vehicle traffic from current
traffic flow.

PART 2: DESIGN PRINCIPALS TO MAXIMISE BENEFIT and
MINIMISE IMPACT
Watsonia Alternate Design Information Session (The Beginning)
On Saturday 23 March I met the NELA engineers at the “Watsonia Alternate Design
Information Session”. Given the plan as it stands with the inclusion of the Alternative to the
original plan, the proposal seems reasonable and certainly provides the appropriate level of
amenity that such a “change for better” ought to provide rather than disrupting the use of
public transport.
HOWEVER at that same meeting I raised the same issue I had mentioned at an earlier
community meeting. That is, why does the tunnel not begin at the existing M80 freeway,
traverse underground to link with the existing planned tunnel course somewhere
underground (just after Blamey Road) where the existing planned tunnel entrance is to be.
This FURTHER alternate design suggestion takes into account ALL of the “Project
Objectives” and ALL of the “Guiding Principles”.

Background as Presented by NELA (North East Link Authority)
An excerpt from a number of your publications provides the Guiding principles and Project
Objectives:

The business case for the Project clearly itemises the benefits and in broad outline they are
covered off in the Project Objectives quite effectively.
The issue, being pursued by this suggestion, is the lack of consideration for the Guiding
principles itemised in the table copied above.
I have read the series of documents provided on the NELA website
(https://northeastlink.vic.gov.au/publications) as of 2018-03-25T12:20:00Z (AEDST):

Business case
Key findings PDF, 3.1 MB
Executive summary PDF, 5.5 MB
Main content and appendixes

Community updates
North East Link Melways Map – October 2018 PDF, 3.1 MB
North East Link Melways Map – October 2018 (Chinese) PDF, 1.2 MB
North East Link Community Update 5 -The Link – October 2018 PDF, 3.0 MB
North East Link Community Update 4 - April 2018 PDF, 801.0 KB
North East Link Community Update 3 - November 2017 PDF, 969.3 KB
North East Link Community Update 2 - August 2017 PDF, 1.1 MB
North East Link Community Update 2 - August 2017 (Chinese) PDF, 1.2 MB
North East Link Community Update 1 - March 2017 PDF, 3.1 MB

Fact sheets
Business case
Objectives and Principles for North East Link PDF, 203.1 KB
Where is Melbourne's population growing? PDF, 1.8 MB

Project design
Traffic modelling for a major transport project PDF, 484.5 KB
Walking and cycling Sept 2018 PDF, 1.5 MB
Sustainability Sept 2018 PDF, 1.3 MB

Planning and approvals

Planning approvals and project design - September 2018 update PDF, 1.1 MB
Common questions about property acquisition PDF, 305.9 KB
EES study update Sept 2018 - Community PDF, 1.4 MB
EES study update Sept 2018 - Construction PDF, 1.5 MB
EES study update Sept 2018 - Environment PDF, 1.8 MB
EES study update Sept 2018 - Noise and Air Quality PDF, 1.2 MB

Community engagement
Community engagement 2018-2019 PDF, 84.1 KB

Watsonia Alternate Design
Watsonia Alternate Design Factsheet PDF, 2.3 MB
Watsonia Alternate Design EES Process Factsheet PDF, 1.3 MB
Watsonia Alternate Design Power Towers Factsheet PDF, 631.5 KB

Map books
Watsonia Alternate Design Artist Impressions PDF, 2.5 MB
Early design schematics and artist impressions - Sept 2018 PDF, 7.4 MB
North East Link Early design schematics and artist impressions - April 2018 PDF, 3.3 MB
Walking and cycling early concept maps - April 2018 PDF, 1.3 MB

Technical documents and reports
North East Link Corridor Assessment Report - December 2017 PDF, 17.0 MB
North East Link Corridor Assessment Report Summary - December 2017 PDF, 9.0 MB
North East Link Technical Summary - August 2017

Community engagement reports
North East Link Community Engagement Report - April to May 2018 PDF, 1.7 MB
North East Link Community Workshops February - March 2018 Report PDF, 2.7 MB
North East Link Community Engagement Report - August to October 2017 PDF, 1.5 MB
North East Link Community Survey Report - May to July 2017 PDF, 1.5 MB

Precis
In these reports the outline history of the project can be gleaned. From the establishment of
4 alternative routes for the project to take, its review and the subsequent selection of the
current route, which was option ‘A’.
The major points of consideration for the purposes of this suggestion are that the tunnel
beginning just south of Blamey Road passes under both Wetlands and Housing so as to
minimise the impacts described in the Table Above under “Guiding Principles”.

Lower Cost, Lower Impact North End NEL Route – Suggestion
Background to the Suggestion
A study of ALL of the alternate routes for the much needed North East Link extend from the
end of the existing M80 Ring Road all propose to retain the existing freeway to the current
Greensborough end and extend to a greater or lesser extent East of that end point.
None of the existing plans propose to begin the extension beginning BEFORE the current
end of the Freeway at the Greensborough Bypass.
For the same reason that the tunnel is currently planned to begin just south of Blamey Road,
there is the option of going underground from the existing Freeway right of way.

When this was raised at the “Watsonia Alternate Design Information Session” one of the
consultants there said she would make a note of the question for consideration. She
introduced me to another consultant who showed us around the Alternate proposal for
Watsonia.
I will raise two points about the need for this alternative proposal. Firstly, all of the “studies”
and preparation for this exhaustive review of the options and the need to adhere to the
“Guiding Principles” had not recognised the significance of Elder Street in the local
community nor the important place Watsonia Station had in diverting otherwise road traffic
onto public transport. In other words studies had NOT been made of the traffic flow in and
around the area but rather only of Greensborough Highway and Grimshaw Street in that
area. Secondly the impact on parking in Watsonia Station had also not been considered with
the original diversion of the Greensborough Highway required to accommodate the cutting of
the culvert for the 6 lane NEL construction. Both these points are basically irrelevant to the
discussion at hand but I raise them on the basis that this Project has worked from a number
of pre-conceived ideas about both the area through which the extension will travel and the
points at which the extension can connect to the two Freeways.
This suggestion treats only with the Northern End.
From the early design schematics and artists impressions, the following pictures have been
snipped, there are many more at this Northern End of the North East Link (an engineer’s
dream job and a wonderful opportunity for the contract companies, but what of the “Guiding
Principles”):

Grimshaw Street Interchange (traffic, pedestrian, cycling and bus movements)

Grimshaw Street Interchange (Looking South)

M80 Interchange (Traffic Movements)

M80 Interchange (looking south-east)

A Suggested Alternative to Northern Connection to NEL
When discussing the alternate plan for the NEL at the Northern end (from and to the M80)
with Engineer a number of real constraints were raised:
1. The gradient of the entrance to the tunnel had to be 4% or less and the gradient of
the road from Plenty Road to the intersection of the M80 was already 3%
2. The minimum radius that a tunnel digging machine can achieve is 900metres
3. There is the Maroondah Aqueduct that crosses under the existing M80 around 400500 metres before Greensborough Bypass.
4. The tunnel has to reach a depth of 25 metres at least under housing etc. (not sure of
the exact requirement)
5. There have to be Air Ducts
I will first deal with these points.
1. The gradient on Greensborough Highway at Blamey Road, whilst not measured by
me is significantly steeper than the entrance to Greensborough Bypass and the
distance to the intersection is very similar, with a tunnel going all the way from the
M80 following some path then there is no disruption yet the same plan for access
near Strathallan Road will remain.
2. There is a map of the area in question with a yellow circle with a radius that is a little
more than 900 metres to review where alternate starting points for a tunnel can
occur.
3. The Maroondah Aqueduct is an engineering feat. If the entry point to the tunnel is
before the aqueduct then this is a far smaller engineering issue than building the 7 or
8 new roads that the above renditions show.
4. From point 1, the Tunnel on a far steeper section of road reaches the required depths
in the same distance that would be required at the M80 End.

5. There is space in the middle of Greensborough Highway for Air Ducts and in other
locations (see various options).
All of these items depend on where the tunnel starts.
If we take the point that the “Project Objectives”, for fulfilment, require that a link is made
between the M80 and the Eastern Freeways for all the reasons represented below:

And that the Guiding Principles are truly to be countenanced then the design criteria are set.
1. Get the traffic from the North to the East and South East and vice versa,
2. Allow the populations either side of the new link to also participate in the new
opportunities,
3. That there is minimised impact on communities, environment and culture by the link,
4. Construction time impacts are minimised and
5. That resources (assume this means expenditure, duplication, re-work and scope
creep due to unforseen circumstances).
The proposal is that rather than starting the tunnel just to the South of Blamey Road, that the
tunnel begin north of Grimshaw Street. How far back down the Greensborough Bypass or
the M80 is a matter for conjecture but at the moment there are some considerations of the
Guiding Principles that have been thrown to the wind.
If we consider that a person, on average, lives for 80 years and this project takes (as
expected) 7 years to complete, using the complex construction proposed and the acquisition
of a number of properties, the social impact is significant. The widening of the M80 and the
building of the several (very simple) bridges took some 4 years. To believe the construction
of even the solutions depicted in the renditions above, will take less than 7 years, is a hard
pill to swallow.
So, at the moment, while it is very congested at times, it is true, the existing intersection at
Grimshaw Street and access to the M80 and Greensborough Bypass are performing as they
are. If the tunnel for the freeway was entered at a place that allowed very little (if any and
short term) disruption to the flow of traffic and all the rest of Greensborough Highway and the
Greensborough Bypass was left as it is for the period of construction, then that would be a
major bonus.

All it takes is to look at the primary requirement – Point A to Point B connection (M80 to
Eastern) because that provides the means for the Project Objectives to be initiated (whether
or not the outcomes are proven) AND all of the connectivity infrastructure remains in tact.
There is the opportunity to repair roads, put in the walking tracks etc. as extra items but it is
on a working (albeit choked) road system.
So where does the tunnel start?

Proposal 1:
My initial proposal is just at the end of the existing M80 where green belt splits the on and off
ramps. The advantage is that the curve has begun already but more importantly it is at the
bottom of the grade so that when the corner is turned to head toward Grimshaw Street tthe
entrance to the tunnel can begin. It will mean that perhaps an overpass for the Bypass has
to be built but the current NELA diagram shows that there are acquisitions planned for both
sides of Greensborough Bypass so the current roads can be diverted to allow tunnelling to
begin.
The advantage is that construction can go on in this area 24x7 as the tunnelling continues
(starting at this low point and joining up with the tunnel starting at Blamey Road (yes I am
suggesting there might be two tunnelling teams). The issue of Air Vents is not a problem as
Greensborough Highway is divided until almost Yallambie Road and the Federal Land
(Simpson Army Base) would cover off the rest. Ingress and Egress to the tunnelling site can
be diverted off the M80 as for the construction sites that existed for so long on the M80.
Using this option the tunnel starts from a low point, it has minimal other impacts and it can
be lined up well with the planned existing tunnel line under the army base.

Proposal 2:
Again, leaving the existing infrastructure in place, choose a location either before or after
Plenty Road to start the tunnel and curve round to the line of the existing proposed tunnel
(Blamey Road).
Again this option has the advantage of minimal disruption to the existing infrastructure, fewer
acquisitions and much less infrastructure and consequential construction (e.g. Watsonia
Railway station Car Park and Elder Street Bridge). This also minimises any disruption to
current traffic conditions at this Northern end of the NEL and allows construction 24x7.
Existing road systems would be flowing over the top of the tunnel or beside it.
The disadvantage of this option is that the tunnel is longer, however all the current traffic for
access to Hursbridge, Greensborough and further is retained. When the tunnel is completed
for either proposal the traffic flow will improve with the heavy and through traffic mostly
diverted (except for Placarded Vehicles). Air Vents are not an issue as there are ample
public open spaces where Air vents (suitably designed) can be placed in parks (adventure
playground) etc. See the diagrams below.

Summary
I am suggesting that the tunnel be extended, which will then allow compliance with ALL of
the Guiding Principles, plus (hopefully) cost less (fewer acquisitions) occur faster (24x7
construction once tunnelling gets underground), easier access to construction site (down
M80).

The diagrams below Show the Melways Streetmap version of the intended route with a
superimposed 900+ metre circle (not needed if Proposal 1 is adopted as the entrance is
pretty aligned closely enough to be able to negotiate alignment with the rest of the tunnel) so
that an idea of where the tunnel in Proposal 2 would have to pass under housing (shown in
Red – starting point on M80 subject to choice).
Grid lines represent approximately 200 metres (i.e. they are representing 200metre
squares).

Melways Streetmap with proposed NEL route:

Melways Streetmap:

